
ON A JOURNEY TO A SAFER SOUTH AFRICA
Creating a safe and secure, crime free environment, that is conducive for 

social & economic stability, supporting a better life for all.

#Patriotic & Selfless Service

South African Police Service’s 

Presentation to the SCOPA
2 May 2018
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• Radio Frequency Identification Trip 

• Outcome Of The Interview With Members

• Investigation Into The Alleged Unisys Payment

• Forensic Data Analysts Contracts

• Outcome Of The Combined Investigations By The Multi-

disciplinary Team

• Details Of The Laboratory Exhibit Tracking System, Exhibit 

Management System, Property And Control Exhibit 

Management System And Firearm Permit System Contracts 

And Related Risks

• Risks And Their Impact

• Forensic Light Sources

• PCEM Track And Trace System

• Firearm Permit System
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• Vetting Of Supply Chain Management Officials

• Details Of The Members Of The Bid Evaluation Committee And 

Bid Adjudication Committees

• Measures Implemented To Improve Contract Management

• Termination Of Contracts

• Legal Opinion

• Investigation Regarding Payments On The Last Day Of The 

Financial Year

• Utilisation Of Equipment Procured

• Expiry (End Of Life) Of Procured Equipment In Containers

• Cooperation With The Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate And The Declassification Of Documents
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• The South African Police Service appeared before the SCOPA on 29

November 2017 and 28 February 2018.

• At the last appearance 19 matters were raised that required a written

submission by the SAPS.

• A written report, on the matters referred to above, was submitted on 16

March 2018.

Introduction
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• RFID Trip

o The memorandum was approved by the Minister of Police on the 15th of September

2011. It included two South African Police Service (SAPS) members, Col SL Masuku

and Lt Col AHH Arendt and one consultant, a subject matter expert, Mr P White, who

were nominated to attend the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Europe 2011

Conference, regarding RFID and to visit RFID factories in Austria, from the of 26th

September until the 5th of October, 2011.

o All costs relating to accommodation, daily allowances, conference fees, travel fees and

unforeseen expenses were covered by SAPS.

o A copy of the approved memorandum was submitted to the SCOPA.

• Outcome Of The Interview With Members

o The two members who are in the employ of SAPS, Division: Technology Management

Services, Brig SL Masuku and Col AHH Arendt were interviewed by both Lt Gen

Schutte and Lt Gen Shezi on the 21st of February 2018. The members reported the

following:

• They paid for their own t-shirts together with the printing of their names on the t-shirts;

• The soccer game tickets were arranged for, by an employee of Unisys, Mr J Bayard.

o The members further reported, on a later date, that the value thereof was less than

R300.00.

o The members were notified of the alleged misconduct investigation. The investigating

officer was appointed on the 13th of April 2018 and the investigation initiated.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Investigation Into The Alleged Unisys Payment

o The investigation, in terms of Regulation 8 of the SAPS Disciplinary Regulations,

has been initiated on the 6th of March 2018 and the outcomes will be

communicated.

• Forensic Data Analysts Contracts 

o SCOPA requested copies of all FDA related contracts.

o Copies of all contracts were submitted to the Committee.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Outcome of the combined investigations by the multi-disciplinary team

o To assess the allegations and to act in accordance with the Public Finance

Management Act, Act 1 of 1999 (PFMA), a meeting was held with the

Independent Police Investigative directorate (IPID) and other role players, on 07

March 2018, where an integrated value chain structure was established

comprising of a forensic auditing capacity (Management Intervention, Internal

Audit and an external forensic auditor), Treasury, IPID, the Directorate for Priority

Crime Investigation (DPCI) and the Detective Service. The decision was taken that

the multidisciplinary structure referred to, will convene weekly to report and

release its findings, and where so required, interventions can be initiated

immediately.

o The preliminary report was submitted to the National Commissioner on 1 May

2018.

• Details Of The Laboratory Exhibit Tracking System, Exhibit Management

System, Property And Control Exhibit Management System And Firearm

Permit System Contracts And Related Risks

o SCOPA requested the detail of above systems’ contracts.

o Detail of systems were provided as requested.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Identified risks and impact

o SCOPA was provided with the detail of identified risks and potential impact.

o The following FDA and related services and products are currently utilised by the

Division: Forensic Services, namely:

• Maintenance of light sources;

• PCEM track and trace software system;

• FPS fire arm permit software system; and

• Analyst Notebook software system.

• Forensic light sources

o The forensic light sources utilised for the location and preliminary identification

of body fluids on crime scenes have to be maintained, as prescribed by the

manufacturer of these light sources. If not maintained, the consistency and

reliability of the product becomes questionable in court proceedings.

• PCEM Track And Trace System

o SCOPA requested the detail of the PCEM system.

o Detail of the system was provided as requested.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Firearm Permit System

o The FPS is utilised by the SAPS to record all SAPS firearms. All SAPS firearms are

dot peen marked and registered on the FPS. A test fire is done on each of the

SAPS firearms and handed over to the Ballistics Section for capturing onto the

IBIS system. If the FPS is no longer available this capturing of SAPS firearms onto

IBIS and to verify if SAPS firearms were used in criminal activities will not be

possible.

• Vetting Of Supply Chain Management Officials

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Details Of The Members Of The Bid Evaluation Committee And Bid 

Adjudication Committees 

o SCOPA requested the detail of members of the BEC and BAC at the time.

o Detail of all members were provided as requested.

• Measures implemented to improve contract management

o The SAPS is guided by the PFMA and the Contract Management Framework

(CMF), as issued by National Treasury, during August 2010, which is a high level

document that sets out the requirements for government institutions pertaining

to the management of and accounting for contracts.

o Furthermore, the SAPS is also guided by the Supply Chain Management: A Guide

for Accounting Officers/Authorities (Guide), as issued by National Treasury during

February 2004, as well as the SAPS internal Supply Chain Management User

Manual: Directives in respect to Acquisition (Manual).

o Supplementary to the aforementioned CMF, Guide and Manual, the SAPS has

embarked on a process to complement these guidelines with a Contract

Management Strategy (CMS). It is envisaged that the CMS will be implemented

within the next six months. The purpose of the CMS is to set out the requirements

pertaining to the management of and accounting for contracts and agreements.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Termination of contracts

o In pursuit to terminate contracts as listed above, SAPS undertook to seek legal

opinion on:

• SAPS’s rights and obligations in so far as the current agreement/s with FDA is

concerned; how future tenders by and contracts with FDA should be dealt with;

whether SAPS can rely on the preliminary results of an investigation carried out by

another entity to act against FDA.

• Legal Opinion

o SCOPA requested the detail of the legal opinion obtained.

o Detail of the legal opinion was provided as requested.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Payments on the last day of the financial year 

o The process that allowed for payments on the last day of the financial year in 

question, is regulated and several payments are annually performed on the last 

day of the financial year

o Invoices that are ready for payment on the system on the last day of the financial 

year are paid within the framework of available cash flows, specific amounts 

allocated, earmarked by Treasury or specifically and exclusively appropriated 

funding

o The process regulating the payment of invoices is prescribed in SAPS National 

Instruction 2 of 2014

o Once compliant in terms of these prescripts and system controls are in place, the 

activation of the payment of invoices takes place

o Segregation of duties are an integral part of the process, and therefore the 

person responsible for the physical payment, does not consider any physical 

documentation or specific suppliers

o Once marked ready for payment, all regulatory and control frameworks were 

complied with by the end-user and therefore does not warrant any further 

interrogation or checks prior to payment

o The individual activating the payment is also properly authorised to perform such 

functions 

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Payments on the last day of the financial year 

o The SAPS National Instruction on supplier payments prescribes in detail a process 

of Financial Authority – Procurement Authority – Order – Delivery/Certification –

Invoice – Payment – Archive. 

o Processing of the invoice per sé on the financial management system comprises 

essentially four stages i.e. capturing of invoice, scheduling of invoice, mark 

invoice ready for payment and payment of invoice in terms of conditions

o SAPS has similar spending patterns each financial year taking into account that 

major capital deliveries normally realises towards the latter part of a financial year.  

Specific invoicing arrangements implemented by other departments also realises 

higher spending levels towards financial year-end.

o CFO is now scrutinising all payments > R100k before they are finally released for 

payments.

o Delegation of authority has been drafted to provide for thresholds and limits that 

an individual can authorise for payment.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Utilisation Of Equipment Procured 

o SCOPA requested an overview of the utilisation of equipment procured.

o Overview of utilisation was included in the report submitted

• Expiry (End Of Life) Of Procured Equipment In Containers 

o Explanatory note was provided and included in the report submitted

• Cooperation With The Independent Police Investigative Directorate And 

The Declassification Of Documents

o The National Commissioner established an integrated value chain structure 

comprising of:

• Forensic auditing capacity

• National Treasury

• IPID

• DPCI

• Detective Service

o The task team meets on a weekly basis and provides feedback to the National 

Commissioner on the ongoing investigations.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Cooperation With The Independent Police Investigative Directorate And 

The Declassification Of Documents

o The National Commissioner to initiate interventions if necessary. 

o The National Commissioner has engaged with the Executive Director of IPID, Mr 

McBride – the two environments will work together within the context of the 

integrated task team. 

o The National Commissioner engaged with the Chairperson of the Joint Standing 

Committee on Intelligence (JSCI) to discuss secure means for declassification of 

sensitive documents in the Crime Intelligence environment.

o The Chairperson of JSCI to meet with the Chairpersons of SCOPA and the  

Portfolio Committee of Police to agree on the methodology for declassification.

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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• Shutdown of SAPS systems 

o FDA suspended access to FPS, PCEM and VA-AMIS on 05 April 2018

o Meeting held between SAPS and SITA on how to salvage situation and regain 

access

o Urgent application launched by SAPS and SITA to regain access

o SITA obtained access to PCEM and FPS and thus relief sought was amended

o FDA opposed amended relief application and thus Deputy Judge President must 

be approached for date of hearing 

o Contingency plan (manual system) was implemented during the 3 days of system 

shutdown

Feedback on matters raised by the SCOPA
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